Nowadays, one of the most important discussions in the industry, economy and management is selection and ranking of applied elements. In this regard, the correct selection of material is the greatest concern for production of a quality product at a reasonable price. In the past, the classic methods (Ashby, Edward, weighted properties method) were suggested as the most suitable methods of selection. Since planning earned an importance in industry, some methods have been suggested based on mathematical planning (DEA). In this research, the classic methods and data envelopment analysis for selection and ranking of suitable materials are presented; and a comparison between the same is drawn according to both advantages and disadvantages of them.
Introduction
As we know, material has a key role in designing the engineering work piece. In an optimum designing, the designer is in need of different things in order to reach the special quality of a concerned work piece. In this process, the selection of materials that have the highest efficiency in the system are of more importance. That is, every part would operate in an optimum level in a process so that, the product would have the expected quality at the end. There is a vast amount of materials and a huge area of processes to be used in designing but the important point to be considered here is that, it is the interaction between the quality of the material and the production processes that may make one material suitable for production from one point of view and unsuitable from another point of view. In addition, this increase has made it more complicated than past to select a material according to the properties, applications, advantages and restrictions. On the whole, material selection is mentioned to be a multiple objective decision making discussion. Generally, the selection process includes interaction between determining factors such as material properties (physical, http://www.ispacs.com/journals/cacsa/2015/cacsa-00041/ International Scientific Publications and Consulting Services chemical, mechanical, magnetic) and also the production aspects, material price, environmental effect, material availability, cultural aspects, marketing tendency etc. However, the most important parameters in designing a mechanical work piece are mechanical properties which include hardness, solidity, toughness, density and fatigue strength. Several quantitative methods have been suggested for evaluation and analysis of a deluge of inputs that exist in production processes. For example, Ashby presented some charts for selection of material [1, 2] and also applied a multiple objective optimizing method for comparison of adverse purposes [3] . In addition to this, some determining systems which are used as decision making factors in selection of multi-objective materials are suggested [4, 5] . The method of weight properties (WPM) was another point of view, presented by Farag for the first time [6] . This numerical method ranks the material according to their application and is based on simple mathematical relationships. In such a condition, to optimize the calculations in WPM, a numerical method combined with nonlinear rule is suggested which rectifies the calculation logic. In addition, ranking is carried out according to this method and by using the charts and matrixes. Another method suggested by Edward et al. [7] was using questionnaire done by a check list. But one of the methods which has a strong mathematical base and is presented according to the mathematical planning to be applied in industry, economy and management in the recent years, is data envelopment analysis (DEA). This method is introduced by Charnes et al [8] as a scientific method to evaluate the relative feasibility of decision making units (DUMs). In this methods, for each decision making unit there are several inputs to produce outputs. DEA models are introduced in radial and non-radial to calculate the feasibility. To give some example for each, we can refer to CCR, BCC [8, 9] and SBM [10] respectively. Data envelopment analysis models divide the decision making unites in two parts as efficient and in efficient. Then a grade between 0 and 1 is given to each unit; considering the fact that date envelopment evaluates the units in the best possible condition, for more than one unit the grade of 1 is given. In such a condition, it is not possible to theoretically differentiate the units which scored one. Therefore, several methods are suggested for ranking and selection of the best option. One of the most important and applied methods of ranking is super efficiency which has been applied in most of the DEA models. In this article, the models of data envelopment are firstly introduced. Then, the different ways of correct selection of material is explained and finally the classical methods of material selection are compared with mathematical methods.
Essential models of DEA
Assume that there is a set of n DMUs and each 1, , In (2.1) and (2.2) DMU under evaluation is efficient if and only if the optimal solution obtain one. Model (2.1) and (2.2) are radial and non-radial models respectively.
Methods of material selection
In this section the classical methods and then mathematical methods are studied.
Classical methods
In these discussions, the parameters may behave adversely against each other and reaching an optimum point considering all the conditions is of importance. These parameters, in production of a product, may be energy price, mass, volume and density. In this method the efficiency of each part is defined according to the performance metric. Performance metric is also defined based on the controlling variables which include the dimension of the work piece, the amount of load on the work piece and the properties of the used materials such as thermal conductivity, electrical conductivity, and mechanical properties. To be more precise, it may be said that performance function means a function that defines the mathematical relationship between controlling variables. In fact, the relationship between performance metric and controlling variables is like relationship (3.
In this relationship, Pj and f are defined as performance metric and the performance function respectively. Based on this, the optimum design would happen when the amount of controlling functions i.e. dimension and material are minimized. But in multi-objective optimization, the optimization is defined simultaneously in several scales such as P1, P2 etc. Comparing these performance metric, the overall point of optimization is defined. The method used by Ashby to determine this optimum point was based on efficacy graphs in which by placing the performance metric on X and Y axis, the optimum point was determined. Gathering the obtained information, the value function was specified. In this function, a linear relationship is defined between value function and performance metric. The value function is defined as relationship (3.4):
In this relationship, V is value function, α is the exchange parameter and P is performance metric, but exchange parameter is defined as the changes of value function with respect to performance metric that is exhibited as relationship (3.5): In this condition, the value function is defined as only dependent on performance metric of exchange coefficient, of which the other variables are fixed. If the Pi value function is defined as mass which has to be minimized, the changes of ∝ of value function which change only by mass will change. The same way, if the function value of p i is defined as the heat conductivity in unit of surface, the changes of ∝ of value function which change only by conduct of heat in unit will change. The best solution for minimizing the amount of V can be unique which is selection of correct amount of ∝ and ∝ defined between two incompatible relationships. With the assigned value of V and exchange parameter of∝ , equitation of relationship between the scales of activity of pi is defined. In this 2D chart, a group of parallel lines, as shown in figure 1 are presented.
The gradient of line is defined by the fixed ratio of exchange parameters of ∝ ∝ ⁄ . The best solution is that at a point of proportion line which is tangent to the surface of the material, the value of the activity function, which is a specific amount, would be defined ( according to the figure 1). The other prevailing classical method, suggested by Edwards, is using a check list for the material for the purpose of choosing the most suitable material. In this method, some questions are prepared for all the mentioned materials and each material is scored according to the answer given to the questions regarding that specific material. Indeed, the questions are sorted according to different scales such as environmental effects, costs, consistency, weight etc. that, based on the priorities, a group might be scored high and the other group might receive less attention. Calculating all the acquired scores, material ranking will be carried out. The mentioned questions in this method are of great importance and more than following a logical process, depends on the creativity of the designer. Nowadays, in producing a quality product, not only the selection of material but also the environmental aspects have received attention which are supposed to be considered as a part of effective parameters.
Mathematical methods
In this method, by using the linear programming and data envelopment analysis which are used in ranking the units, a logical selection of material is carried out and the material that is ranked at top is chosen as the most suitable material. Imagine that the most suitable material is supposed to be chosen among n material. Each material is defined as a decision making unit and some factors are defined as input and output for material. The following model [11] , which is a super efficiency model under CCR, is suggested for ranking In model 6, the k material is under evaluation. After solving model (3.6), the optimized response shows the score of super efficiency of k material and the material that scores the highest is chosen as the most suitable material. The other model which is unit invariant, is SBM super efficiency [12] . The adjusted format of this model [13] , with the assumptions of model (3.6) for material k, is as following :
Theorem 3.1. Model (3.7) is always feasible.
Conclusion
In classical methods, there is not any strong theoretical base for analysis of suggested materials and in special cases, there would not be an absolute and logical answer. For example, in the multi-objective method of material selection with Ashby's method, every single activity function is determined and then compared while the inter-effect of them is not analyzed. However, considering that Ashby's model is a graphical method without any complex algorithm of computation, it is mostly welcomed in the industry. In Edward's method, there are definite set of question that scoring the questions in each section requires special skills. However, this method has reached a great conformity with international standard methods. The data envelopment analyses are suitable option in ranking and selection since it has a logical, scientific comparison and involves several scales in efficacy evaluation and makes a complete comparison between the units. In these methods, all the factors are evaluated together and by solving a model and are ranked according to the super-efficacy score. With all the advantages, in some cases the model (3.6) is infeasible for some materials and it is not possible to determine the super-efficacy score. This infeasibility does not happen in model (3.7) and considering all the mentioned advantages, might be suitable choice. 
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